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ABSTRA
ACT
This theesis aims to
o gain an un
nderstanding of irony, chiefly
c
thro
ough considering Kierke
egaard’s
treatmeent of it, an
nd to gain an
a understaanding of Kiierkegaard’ss position tthrough see
eing it in
the ligh
ht of irony.

Chapter I examines irony as negation
n
and considerss whether absolute neggation is inttelligible.
und to be self‐contrad
s
dictory. If iro
ony is to be
e coherent its negatio
on must be limited.
It is fou
Examination of thee effects of limited and
d unlimited negation illustrates tho
ose conclussions.

Chapter II examinees irony as a way of liiving which
h is mainly characterize
c
ed by detacchment.
Analysiss of detach
hment findss, as in the case of neggation, thatt absolute d
detachmentt is self‐
contrad
dictory and that if iro
ony is to be a cohere
ent standpo
oint its dettachment must
m
be
understtood as being limited, that is, as not entirelyy negative freedom bu
ut also as in
nvolving
positivee freedom or
o engagement.
Chapter III focusess on the typical strateegies of iron
ny, all of which involvee indirectne
ess. The
ironic strategies
s
d
discussed
are brevity, deception, “intensificcation of tthe madnesss”, and
seduction.

Chapter IV raises the
t question of the siggnificance of
o irony. It looks furtheer at the dialectical
logic th
hat, I have argued,
a
govverns all of the movem
ments of iro
ony discussed. I conclu
ude that
not onlyy is irony dialectical, bu
ut dialectic is also ironic. Irony thu
us limits anyy dialectical system
of thought or existtence but is also limited
d by it.

So far as Kierkegaard is concerned, there is emphasis on those of his works that I consider to
be most relevant to irony. The thesis is not intended as an even examination of all aspects of
his position, though the findings on irony have implications for his position.

There is some discussion of Hegel, mainly in so far as he is relevant to Kierkegaard and often
only in so far as Kierkegaard’s interpretation of Hegel is concerned. Hegel is most prominent
in so far as I draw on him for a notion of dialectic. I am not directly concerned with Hegel’s
writings on irony.

